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.~WHEREAS. the City of Waterloo is required by state law to prepare and
adopt a Comprehensive Plan addres~ing all appropriate Statewide Planning
I
Goals; and,
WHEREAS, public input through the three year planning process has been
obtained and is reflected in the content of the Waterloo Comprehensive
'P1
1
an; and,
,WHEREAS, ,this version of the Waterloo Comprehensive Plan has been duly
presented at public hearing.
NOW THEREFORE. the people of the City of Waterloo ordain as follows:
That the document entitled the "Waterloo Comprehensive Plan" shall serve
in a legal capacity in meeting the requirements of state law with regard
to the Statewide Planning Goals.
Recorder
\-IJ-1,O
Date Date /
,lNTROOOcrION
The City of Waterloo was incorporated in 1893 and since that time has experi-
'enced a constantly fluctuating population. At it's peak t in the mid to late 1890's,
the to~n claimed a population of 500, contained several water powered mill oDerations
and a sUTp!ising array of supporting service stores. The destruction by fire of the
woolen mill in 1898 marked, until recently, the demise of the city. It was never
rebuilt and city government becane inactive. By 1900 t the United States Census
gave Waterloo only S9 inhabitants.
Waterloo is no longer the center of activity and mill processing that it was in
the 1890's; the city is now, in fact, proud of it's quiet atmosphere and attractive
setting.
The passage of senate Bill 100 in 1973 and the ensuing development of the 19
Statewide Planning Goals in 1975 caused the City Cotmcil to re-energize. I'lith the
12 a~plicab1e statewide planning goals in mind. a planning process was c~tabli~hcd
in Waterloo t a product of which is the Waterloo Comprehensive Plan. TI1e publication
of the r>lan t however, by no means syri>olizes the end of the process. It i~ a milestone
along \"hat is hopefully a continuum of land use planning in Waterloo.
mE i~ATERLOO mIPREHENS lYE PLAN
~~y plan? Even in strictly an economic sense, proper planning can produce
savings. By progranuning the expendi ture of public fLmds to meet !'lriori ty problems,
the public need can be JOOst effectively and efficiently met. Something as simple
as laying electric lines, TV cable, and water lines in the same ditch can significantly
reduce the cost of nell! housing. In addition, it is ~articularly important in
Waterloo to plan for the location of new wells and septic tanks as new development occurs
to avoid 3dversc impacts on adjacent properties.
Another key h'ord in response to the question "'lhy plan?" is liveability. 1\ safe
transportation network) adequate affordable housing, ~reservation of the scenic
setting) Jnd protection of the air, water, and land qULllity of the area are but a
few of the topics addressed in the Waterloo Comprehensive Plan to insure that the
city remains n liveable location.
. I .
(The l~atcrloo comprehensive planning effort is essentially a three part endeavor.
A series of backgrOlmd reports specific to the l~ater]00 area contain infonna t ion,
,
tables and maps relative to each of the applicable statewide r1anning goals. rrom
.these background reports were developed the lVaterloo Comprehensive Plan, containing
c~ty goals and policy statements about each of the five elements in the Plan; Land
,Use, Housing, Public Facilities. Transportation and Urbanization. The final
document is a zoning a..'1d subdivision ordinance th.at irrq?lernents the goals and policies
of the plan.
In order to remain a usable document. the ComQrehensive Plan must be dynamic .
. If substantial changes in conditions occur in or around Waterloo that will invalidate
or render soma city policies inapplicable. flexibility to incorporate changes must be
achievable within the plan framework. This mechanism is contained in the section
entitled Implementation, Amendment, and Update.
CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT
In conjunction with the land use planning process in Waterloo
there was established a Citizen Involvement Program. After con-
sidering various alternatives for establishing a Committee for
Citizen Involvement (CC1), it was determined that the City Council
sh~uld assume this responsibility.
Workshop meetings, a housing/attitude survey, newspaper
articles and prominent meeting notices all have served in Waterloo
to provide the opportunity for citizen involvement. Survey data
and in~ut at public meetings both provided direction for plan
goals, pOlicies and implementation measures.
Overall, communication between decision makers and residents
of the city has been good. Drafts of this plan will b9 di5tribu!~d
among citizens in hopes cf obtaining final input, and ultimately
the su~port of Waterloo residents.
To assure the ongoing involvement of citizens 1n the planning
process, (particularly Plan Review and Update) it is the policy of
the City of Waterloo:
To oonduot~ ~n conjunotion with othe~ surveysJ an attitude poll
regarding the WaterZoo Comprehensive PLan and it's effeotivenC88
and approopM.atenes8 in dsaUne IJJith land use matters.
• To contin~e impZementing the adopted Citiaen Involvement Program
including advsrtiBing of publio meetings and/or land use lJ1ol'kshops.
LAN D
I
USE E L E MEN T
General Development Goals:
*
*
*
Provide for an orderly pattern of land uses in the City.
Maintain an open space, large lot orientation to keep
"village" character of City intact
Insure that new development occurs with respect to the
physical limitations of the land
Insure that new development will have no physical, visual
or economic adverse impacts on surrounding properties.
DEVELOPMENT LIMITATIONS
Overall limitations to development in Waterloo are few ----
flood plain areas occur on land in public ownership (Waterloo Park)
and thus pose no threat to the pressure of residential encroach-
ment; mass movement areas are non-existent in the City; and soil
capabilities in Waterloo reveal relatively high suitability for
septic tank operation and foundation support. Department of Envir-
onmental Quality subsurface sewage disposal regulations represent
the major limitation to development in Waterloo. Various setback
regulations require that lots utilizing both septic tanks and wells
be large enough to accommodate both facilities without creating a
heal th hazard. (In Waterloo this figure is approxima tely 20,000
square feet for a 3 bedroom home)
LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS
Commercial land is that land designated to provide locations
for wholesale or retail outlet of goods or services. In Waterloo,
.~.
•this type of use focuses around the existing Waterloo Store on
Gross and 7th Streets. In addition a tlcommercial overlay district"
,
qh the entire length of "Gross Street was designated to provide for
a secondary use of commercial within the primary residential desig-
nation.
Public land use is land that is used primarily fOT public pur-
poses but also provides open space. (Parks, City Hall, etc.) In
the City of Waterloo, land under public ownership has received this
designation. This is Waterloo Park, the Waterloo City Hall and the
Waterloo Primary School located on Crowfoot School District property.
All other land on the Plan Map falls within the residential
designation. This is land intended to be utilized to provide loca-
tions to meet the housing needs of the community. Undevelopable
parcels falling within this designation serve. by default, an open
space function.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
The need for extensive commercial development is not evident in
Waterloo. With a full range of consumer goods and services avail-
able in Lebanon (5 miles away) there is obviously no justification
for duplicating these services in a City the size of Waterloo.
Appropria te levels of commercial development in Waterloo are cons i-
dered to be hobby-type shops (such as crafts-shops), stores offer-
ing convenience items (drug store, general store) and an eating
establishment.
There are definite loeational criteria that any commercial
operation should be expected to meet in order to insure that an
optimum site is chosen. They include the following:
1.) Located on a major thoroughfare
2.) Able to provide adequate water for intended commercial
use
3.) Able to provide adequate means of sewage disposal without
. !i .
\ , creating a health hazard.
4.) Able to provide adequate parking without disrupting traf-
fic patterns
5.) Able to provide adequate means of solid waste disposal
without creating offensive smells. health hazards or eye-
sores
6.) Compatibility with surrounding uses~ both current and
proposed.
Current commercial practices in the City meet most of the above cri-
teria; future development should ideally conform to all of them.
Commercial development has also been considered appropriate
for locating within the commercial development overlay area. The
PRI~~RY use in this area 19 residential. However, if an applicant
can show that he/she can meet the locational criteria (preceding)
and not conflict with the policies~ below, the proposed commercial
use should be considered a viable use.
Policies for Commer=i~l De~e!cp~e~t
... EnaoUNJ(Je olsan~ qui"t "hobby typ,," bUBinilBses to locats in the city
of Water-loo
~ Rsoo'1J7lfmd that nAJ OOf1J1lQrci,aZ t:Uwaloprruntt proposa'UJ m~at the looational
uriuM.a
~ R"c01TV1lend that PCD'k:ing solutions be studied in the Gross and 7th street
area.
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
..
There is a single classification for residential lands in
Waterloo. Within this classification~ however~ housing types and
density may vary upon 'meeting specified criteria. Based on calcu-
lations using DEQ se~back standards~ a minimum lot size for new
lots was adopted in Waterloo of 20,000 square feet. A significant
amount of housing has occurred previoUSly on lots smaller than this,
that could create problems both in terms of health hazards and it's
affect on adjacent development.
•cs·
Future locations for housing must be capable of supporting all
t~e functions necessary to site a dwelling. The following criteria
p~ovide a summation of these support functions that are necessary:
1.) Provision of adequate water (at least 5 gpm for domestic
use)
2.) Provision of adequate means of sewage disposal without
creating a health hazard
3.) Provision of adequate access to an impr-oved public right
of way.
4.) No evidence of natural hazards (ie .. flooding, dangerous
soils)
S.) No burden on public facilities (ie. - schools, fire pro-
tection)
6.) Hookup to utilities available
7.) Compatible with surrounding uses.
To insure orderly residential development of. lands in Waterloo.
now and in the future, at a cost not burdensome to the City of Water-
loo, the following policies are adopted:
Policies for Residential Development
.. Require deus lapel's, but lds1's en- individua Z. landotmel'B to locate we lls
and septio tanks on lots in such a lJay that adjacent dsuelopment is not
pl'lI('Ludsd. (Ss, Diagram)
.. Reaorrmeriil that deveZope1's of Zand shouZd assume cost of OO71s"tructing
roads on private 1.and and Jmdeve20ped pubUo rights-of-way to city
Btandal'dB
:... l:nocru:ro.ge n8IJ lot cUlveZopmsnt to ooawo in such a mannsr as to allow
rsditJision of the tot sholiLd co'flditions ariss L1hiah make smaller lot
Biaes app~riatB.
It'RequirB that QCC"W'ate up to date mapping of nsw and (!JlulrBver p08sibl.e)
old septi" tank and WIltz loootions as !Jell as depths be kept to aid in
c:WVQ topmen t deoisions.
·t .
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OPEN SPACE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Open spaces in the City of Waterloo are provided on two scales:
land outside the City used for agricultural or timber pursuit pro-
viding visual open space relief, and; park areas, school playground
ana vacant/undevelopable lots within the City that provide active
open spac~ areas. With little change predicted in the nature of
these areas, maintaining the current open space system should occur
naturally.
\
Protection of the surface and ground water of the Waterloo area
is important to it's residents as drinking water comes from wells
tapping the aquifers below. Strict adherence to DEQ regulations
should insure that these two resources are protected.
Policies and Recommendations for Natural Resources and Open Spaces
• AJoeas downgradient from ppqiosed BlAYZgll trQatment taai Ziti~B are 1'e-
tXlI1I1l~d to be fi.6ld c:UuoW to insure that no shaZl.ocJ lJeHs~ sur-
faclJ dPainaga IJays or BpM.ngS CD'e z.ocatsd in the path of 8m.Jage ftow.
DetaiZsd mapping of fitttd surveys shoutd ba kept.
• Er!oourage Linn COUJ1ty~ in that area outside the City limits of Watel'-
too to l'esmct naturat hazaT'd areas (stl'eambank erosion, [ZoodiTlf}.1
mass movement) from re8idJmtia~ tkvetopment•
.It EncoLa'age Linn COlmty~ in that area outsi.ds the City limits of Watel'-
-too ~ to pl'eserve 1.arger agri,auZtura l Zy and timber pl'Oductive parae ls
of land f'l'OfTl rrural subdivision.
I" Require natw-aZ landscape preservation to maintain the scenic quaU-ty
II of Wate'I"Zoo.
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H 0 U SIN G AND E CON 0 M Y E L E MEN T
General Development Goals
Provide. as much as possible, for the housing needs of
Waterloo by making residential land available and en-
couraging home improvement and/or rehabilitation pro·
jects
*
HOUSING MIX
Maintain the quality landscape and environment of the
City.
Two types of housing exist in Waterloo; the single family
dwelling and the mobile home. Mobile ho~cs make up ever 25% of the
housing in the City, and area recognized alternative to the more
expensive single family dwelling. While the City of Waterloo does
not discourage their location within it's boundaries, a quality
appearance is important to the identity of the City and is the
basis for several of it's policies.
HOUSING NEEDS AND HOUSING QUALITY
Housing quality in Waterloo is good; only 4\ of the single
family dwellings were considered substandard in 1978. With a ma-
jority of homes in the City being 30-40 years old however. weatheri-
zation and/or rehabilitation programs·can become important city
priorities.
A need for more rental units was expressed in the Waterloo
Housing Survey. (1978) Currently only 10\ of the dwellings in
I
Waterloo are rentals and with a high percentage of retirees on fixed
i~comes the need for this type of housing could become felt.
I
POPULATION AND EMPLOnfENT CHARACTERISTICS
The following findings provide the basis for making assumptions
about future population characteristics and quantities within the
City:
1
a. 28\ of the population is of IInew household formation age".
(18-34)
b. 14\ of the population is of retirement age. (65+)
c. Average household size has been decreasing rapidly since
1970. is 3.08 people per household currently. and is ex-
pected to drop to 2.43 people per household by 1990.
d. 23\ of the responses on the Waterloo Housing Survey indi-
cated timber related employment.
e. Of those r~sponding to the question 56t indicated employ-
ment in Lebanon.
f. 31\ of the responses on the Waterloo Housing Survey indi-
cated "retired" status.
The following assumptions then, are to aid in making housing
and population forecasts:
a. Growth in Waterloo is tied closely to employment in Leba-
non
b. Waterloo is both a "commuter center ll for Lebanon and a
retirement community.
c. A significant employment decrease in the Lumber and Wood
Products sector of the local economy may have the effect
of offsetting (by out-migration) any population gains
stimulated by other sectors of the economy_
.~.
•I .
POPULATION AND HOUSING FORECASTS
II In the past, Waterloo population has fluctuated so much that a
recognizable trend is difficult to isolate. Historical indications,
,
however. are that the City has been under a generally decreasing
trend. Current conditions may indicate a reversal of this.
The major factor that may reverse this trend is the employ-
ment situation in Lebanon. With an increasingly strong local econo-
I
my, Lebanon may provide jobs for people choosing to live in Waterloo.
Of the range of projections contained in the background studies
for this portion of the Comprehensive Plan, the 2% per 5 year rate
was considered the most likely. It assumes moderate economic and
employment growth in Lebanon (providing jobs for Waterloo commuters)
and continued reliance (~ithin the planning period) upon septic tanks
and individual wells.
Relating population projections to actual housing demand, (with
~he decrease in people per household) a net need by 1990 of 17 new
dwellings is projected. (Ref. - Background study on Housing and
Econom~)
SUPPLY
Current lot size restrictions (20,000 sq. ft.) allow for
approximately 34 new ~omesl on the appro~imately 20 acres of vacanti
developable land remaining in the City. This figure reveals a sur-
plUS of vacant land in the City, almost half' of which lies in a
, single parcel on the Northwest border of town. Development of this
parcel in line with Ci~y standards and policies is of concern to
city decision-makers.
To attain the goals cited at the beginning of this Element,
the following policies are adopted by the City:
1 Assumes division of all luts down to minimum sizes.
,
Policies for Housing
~ Encourage duplexes on lots of suitable size in the City to accommo-
date rental needs.
• Recommend design and LandScape standards be considered ~hen new mobiZe
homes a:re wcated tJithin the City.
• Recognize weatheri.%.:ltion 01' rehabiUtatian of Waterloo homes as a high
pnori ty housing need.
• Encourage uti Zization of Linn-Benton BOtI.8iTlfJ Authol'i ty IIRent Subsidy
Pro(Jram" for low incoma brackets.
• Obtain periodic reports from thB Lebanon Chamber of CormJaroe~ Lebanon
City Counai t, Lebanor. PUmning Corrmission, Lebanon Planning Depa:I't:ment
and 'Looal Stata Empl.oymant Offioe for the purpose of monitoring 600120-
mi." and empl,oyment forBoasts in LebCD1an.
• Enoou:IoagB landscaping r.Ji th -indige07IOUB vegetation (Doug las Pir ~ Vine
MapZe. Qtc. J to rr.aintai.n scertio qiJa.Zi'ty~ promote visual htIl'"lony lJ1ith
.urrl't7..or.d~r";8 c:nd fJnJu::nce YUrcZ oha:!"aater.
" AOCBBS to sunlight fol' USe as an aZuM1au energy source shaH not be
impedsd OJ- eliminated by nerJ struotures or landBcaping.
T; RAN S P 0 R TAT ION
General Development Goals:
E L E MEN T
*
Provide for safe travel both through and within the City
of Waterloo
Alleviate traffic hazards on a priority basis and as funds
permit.
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS
Within the City of Waterloo two classifications of street
types exist. The ~ejQ! ~Q!!~~~9! type is gener~lly a through traf·
fie mover that should adhere to the following guidelines:
1 • ) Tr a iiic con t r 0 1 (s top s i gils) i:ltall in t e r 5 e C tin g s t l' c e t s
2.) Two moving traffic lanes
3.) Minimize on-street parking
4.) Discourage individual accesses (driveways) from fronting
on collectors.
~Q~~! §~!~~f~ are those utili red for providing access to indi-
vidual properties. The following standards should apply:
1.) Two traffic lanes
2.) Sidewalks where necessary for safety
3.) Traffic control (stop signs) where necessary for safety
A third type, that does not exist 1n Waterloo but is considered
a'viable access solution, is the cul-de-sac. Cul-de-sac standards
appear below.
1. Two traffic lanes
2. Adequate maneuvering area and parking space on turnaround.
,STREET PLAN
Within the City of Waterloo. the circulation network is rela-
tively simple. The small number of streets and street types in the
City allow an easy flow of traffic and a minimum of hazards. The
following recommendations apply to streets in Waterloo:
1. Gross street should be considered a major collector as
indicated on the transportation plan map on plate
It's function should continue to be to provide access to
local streets in the City and to provide for traffic move-
men t thJtough the Ci ty.
2. River Drive should be considered a minor collector as In-
dicated on the transportation plan map on plate
It's function should continue to be to provide an alterna-
tive route to and from Lebanon.
3. All other streets within the City should be considered
local roads. These. and all other local roads not yet
built, should function as providers of access to proper-
ties and as a means for short, local trips.
HAZARDS
A traffic hazards study was prepared in Waterloo in August
1978. Such considerations as substandard road surface or width
and dangerous intersections were identified by the study. The
following priority for addressing these needed improvements are
as follows:
Improve Kay Street to Local Road standards
Implement a parking solution and congestion relief plan for
7th and Gross Streets
-
Work to relieve visibility obstruction at 6th and Star
-
Work to relieve visibility obstruction at 5th and Gross
-
Work to relieve visibility obstruction at 2nd and Card
-
Work to relieve visibility obstruction at 2nd and Kay
~
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Suggest road reflectors at dangerous corners on Waterloo Drive
between Highway 20 and City.
Request speed limit signs on Waterloo Drive between Highway 20
and City
Request design solutions. including but not limited to night
lighting, be studi~d and implemented for intcrse~t:~~s ~f
Highway 20 / Waterloo Drive and Highway 20 / Sodaville-Waterloo
Drive to alleviate dangerous turns
Suggest immediate improvement (safety features) to railroad
crossing at Waterloo Drive
To insure adequate, safe circulation of traffic within IVateT-
100 the following policies are adopted:
A Encourage all futura S1:ril9t dedioations align logiotJ],7,y with existing
streets
A As eoonomicB permit~ purtn~e improvement of hazards on the priority
list previously indicated.
_.
of Conside1" all newl.y oreatsd roadB seMJing 1"esidsntial needs as "local
streets. /I
OTHER MODES
Bicycle, pedestrian and bus travel are modes of traffic that
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1address the conservation of energy. Potentials for providing this-
;conscrvation stem directly from Waterloo's size: it is a small
J
community with a park and general store conveniently located and
within biking or walking distance. The creation of a biking/walk-
ing path network in the City will create an opportunity not only
for energy conservation but for more community interaction.
To this end~ the City adopts the following policies:
A ErpZorf3 and pursue bikeway/walJaJay project funding
A Insta'LZ safety deviaes (such as CI'08SlJalk rncaakings 01' flashing "lights)
lJne1'e neaessa:ry f01' bicyale 01' pedestrian safety.
Bus service, while not serving Waterloo regularly, is avail-
able on call from the Linn County Senior Bus Service. There appears
to be no need, currentlYt for this Bus Service to travel through
Waterloo. Conditions in the City may, in the future, warrant being
placed permanently on the bus route.
To this end, the City adopts the following policy:
.. When poputaticm and devetopment acmditions tJClP1'ant" request being
pLaoed perman~ntly on the Linn County Senior Bus Seroiae route

PUB L I C F A C I LIT I E S E L E MEN T
General Development Goals:
SCHOOLS
.*
*
*
Insure that public facilities and services are made avail-
able to all City residents
Provide a framework to meet the needs of all safety,
educational and City development concerns
Coordinate all public facility improvements with other
affected agencies and jurisdictions to avoid duplication
or conflict of efforts.
The pro~lsion of adequate educational =~ciliti~s is im~or­
tant to Waterloo and the entire Crowfoot School District. The loca-
tion of the Waterloo Primary School in Waterloo produces impacts --
transportation, visual open space, employment --- both on the City
and the users of the facility from outside the City. A harmonious
relationship between the City and School District can be mutually
beneficial; a livable environment will enhance the Districtts edu-
cational and building goals, while the District can in turn help to
create community recreation opportunities through use of it's
grounds and facilities.
The situation in the Crowfoot District is currrently acute in
terms of enrollment and capacity. The District is expected to con-
tinue to increase in enrollment and is now, in most cases, at capa-
city for all facilities. Knowledge of building trends and housing
starts will be important to District administrators.
To address the preceding concerns, the following policies are
are adopted:
• Adopt a proqr'alTl of tJZose coordination UJith the 8chool District intJlu-
ding notifioation to the dist.ritJt of new housing starts or public
facility improvements~ sutJh as a cormn.mity water> system. The dis-
trict in turn shouZd notify the Cit:y of it's bu.ilding progl'CIm and
any changes made in it.
.. EneJou:rage Crowfoot School District to continue to make playground
facilities availabLe and explore possibilities for a joint playgr>ou~~
improvement project.
COMMUNITY WATER
At this point in time, community concern over the development
of a community water system does not warrant any type of full scale
grant application or involvement. Physical and economic factors,
'however, may create conditions in the near future that make the pTO-
vision of community water an issue. Population increases, mineral
laden water, and the potential for health hazard are all physical
factors that may contribute to the need for a water system. In
conjunction with population increases would come a need for build-
able lots; buildable lots would increase if community water were
to become available.
A two level monitoring program will aid the City in 1.) Deter-
mining the need for a water system, and 2.) Becoming familiar with
the process for developing a grant application.
The following policies will help the City initiate these pro-
grams:
.. Establish an annual or- bi-annual city wide water quality test in
cooperation With the Linn County Health Department.
.. Establish "lose oormnmioation with the City of Sodauilte with respect
to the status of theil' tJater system grant application.
In order that feasible options are continually considered by the City
of Waterloo, the following policies are also adopted:
• £:1,
4 Explore aZtsrnativBs fop TJater suppZy to Water Zoo
.. Expl.ore aZt2rruztives fop fincmd-ng water systems and consider grcmt
,
, application procedUPes when conditions warrant.
CO~g.fUNITY SEWER
The provision of community sewage disposal is tied closely
with community water considerations. Depending on the nature of
'the decision to pursue a water system, the same factors could
,warrant the development of a sewage system as well. (i.e.---
health hazard) The development of a public facility such as this
would require a significant change in City policies --- opportunity
for urban type lot sizes and a probable shift away from rural orienta-
tion would be resultant impacts.
At this time. a ltQPntlt1.ves for sewage disposal are the focus.
In the future, the possibility for a community sewage disposal
system may be important. The following policies are adopted to
this end:
.. Explore aZt4lrnativss for BiAJage disposal not Zimited "to corrrmmi-ty
d:Minfistds~ composting toilets~ recirCfUl,ating sand filters and other
DEQ approved experimental systems.
.. Initiats a "ci-ty (J7"QJ1t n to provide incentive fot' Zocating an e:z:pet"i-
mentat di.sposal. 8!1SU:m in ths City.
.. Monitot' grount:1zMter quaUty (weLts) and 'Land quaZi-ty (septic tank
operation) closeLy to dJltermins 7Uted for a conrrrunity solution to
8e1J}age disposal prob 'Lema.
POLICE PROTECTION
Roughly 60 \ of the respondents to the"Wa terloo Housing Survey"
indicated more police protection was needed in the City. Waterloo
currently receives non-contract service from the County Sheriff's
·15,'
Office, meaning that local ordinances are not enforced.
I Other concerns of City residents have been the problems
I
a~sociated with Waterloo Park. Rectifying these and other problems
i~ the intent of the following recommendations:
4 Support the Unn cOUYJ.ty PCII'ks DepCI1'tment in estab tishing a "pQ.l"k
patro'L" fol' Water'Loo Park
.. E:rp1.ore possibitities of con"tractir..g L1ith the County Sheriff's Office
perhaps in conJunction IJ1ith Sot:1mJitle# for the provision of cormrunity
potios proteotion.
LI'BRARY SERVICE
Untapped potential for providing library service to rural
areas exists in the City of Waterloo. No organized service exists
either in Waterloo or the surrounding area except fOT the county-
wide books by rn~il program. Waterloo's location between Lebanon and
Sweet Home makes it a logical "rural cent:er" site foY- some type of
ibrary function.
To encourage library service in Waterloo. the following policy
is adopted:
.. Support any att~t in ths L8banon P'Lanning Area to provide Ubroary
Berz>ice to the 'M..l1'a'L roesidants of the region# whi Le encou::raging that
Waterloo be ccm8idarsd a prime Zocation for a bookmobiLe stop,) a sateZ-
Zite library# or othero 8it~ to aid in book disper8aL t~ughout the
COU71ty.
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC UTILITIES
Pacific Power and Light Company. Northwest Natural Gas Com-
pany. and Northwestern Telephone Systems, Incorporated. provide
electric, gas and telephone service respectively in the City of
Waterloo. Of the three. Northwestern Telephone is the only supplier
.~+.
-_. ----- .._--_.
currently encountering any difficulties. This is in conjunction
( ydth the high demand for private lines in rural areas where not
~any are available. Rapid upgrading of equipment and lines in
the Waterloo area insure that those lines are being made available,
ho~ever.
To insure that these three utilities pursue a coordinated
service effort in Waterloo and can serve expected population satis-
factorily, the following policy is adopted:
.. Notify aU utility aorrrpanies of oorrrprehensive plan am.endments or intent
to oonstruct OJ" pursue gl'C211t j\UJds for publio water or sewerage facilities.
HEALTH SERVICES
Full health services for Waterloo residents must be procured
in Albany with a limited amount of these services available in
Lebanon. To promote energy conservation, the Linn County Health
Department is attempting to establish Lebanon as a satellite cen-
ter for health services providing a full range of amenities and
increased hours of business.
The following support policy establishes the City of Waterloo's
intent to encourage this activity:
.. Support Unn County Health Depa1'tment efforta to establish Lebanon as
a "enter for hsalth sB1'1Jices.
CITY FACILITIES
Waterloo City Hall is currently the only municipal facility
of the City. The need for a tot~lot or community playground has
been expressed by both citizens at large and the City Council.
To promote City identity and community activities, the fol1ow~
·ts·
ing policies are adopted:
r' 4 EZpZope the possibiZity of aoquiPing or developing tand upon which
to bui Zd a sma ZZ. ccxmtl.D1i ty Playgpound.
.. Promote multiple use of Wateploo City HaLt for cormrunity activities.
STORM DRAINAGE
Storm drainage, given current allowable lot sizes and soil
types, does not appear to be a significant hazard. However. shOUld
conditions in Waterloo change to allow higher development density
(public water or sewer) a storm sewer study should be considered.
Therefore the following recommendation is made:
.. That storm drainage s-tudisB aI'8 oonduoted in. conjunction with water OP
BtJl;1(Jr system 8tu.dies~ if and when Buoh studies a:I'e wui8rtakett.
t;;R BAN I Z A T ION,
General Developme~t Goals:
E L E MEN T
*
*
Avoid burdening any public facilities or services
Pursue a logical land development pattern to minimize
the consumption of land and promote efficient u~e of land
Regulate. through land use controls. the location of wells and
septic tanks to avoid undevelopable lots
URBAN CiROh'TH BOUNDARY
A key reference to the Urbanization Element for Waterloo is the
Public Facilities Element. Waterloo is dependent almost exclusivel)'
)n outsid~ ~gencies cr ~istrict5 for the provision of many services
and, as such. is not ~ursuing an e~ansion program. This is evi-
_. .. .
denced by the fact that Waterloo has no urban growth boundary and does
not anticipate the need for one unless substantial changes occur \vithin
the planning period.
Changes that City decision makers should monitor relate
primarily to building construction trends and the availability
of vacant lots in the City Limits and secondarily to the economic/
employment picture in Lebanon. By monitoring new land development
within the City. decision makers can assess the need for establishing
an urban growth boundary and accompanying services.
Policy:
* With the CUl'"l'ent vaaant deveZapable Zand figure Standi71g at 620~ 000
square feet (31 Zots), begin the pl'oce~e fol' establishing an urban
growth bou~ ~hen this figure diminishes by2/J to appl'oximateZy
211,000 square feet (10-11 letsJ.
t
\ ,
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If
Begin the procedure for estabZishing an urban growth boundary
if high impact public faciZities (such as water or sewer
BBrvice) are antioipated within the City;
Until an urban growth boundary is in p2ace~ prohibit aZZ
annezations.
I)RBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY - Locational Considerations
Some considerations for urban growth must go beyond the planning
period outlined in this Comprehensive Plan. It is anticipated that
at some point in the future. Waterloo will indeed utilize existing
vacant land and establish an urban growth boundary. Considerations
for doing so, among other things, must address cost-effectiveness and
maintenance of City character.
Physical factors limiting the expansion of city boundaries faT
urbanization include the following:
1) The South Santiam River on the North and East
2) Public ownerships to the South and East
3) Potential for strip development and detachment of areas along
River Road and Waterloo Drive.
It is for these reasons that the West boundary of Waterloo is
recommended for expansion if and when an urban growth boundary is
established. In line with the improvement of Kay Street (Transporta-
tion Element), this area is conveniently accessed and would represent
a logical addition to City boundaries. In addition, adjacent property
is already slated for improvement and development, making further
utility extensions r~latively inexpensive. Low density growth in
t~is area would promote and maintain the "Village" character of
Waterloo by avoiding highway/arterial areas for access and encouraging
the continued use of local streets for residential access.
• I
, I
I .
~olicy:
1
A Consider areas on thB West boundary of eurrent City limits
fo~ possible inclusiort in a City U~ban Growth Bounda~y
should Buoh a boundary be neoB8sary.
URBANIZATION - within City Limits
1
Residential land use policies will be the primary method of
insuring sound residential development. A development plan has
been established for the only large parcel remaining in Waterloo
that adheres to the policies contained in the Waterloo Comprehen-
sive Plan. Scattered vacant lots, as developed, will be subject
to development policies as well.
Commercial development will be guided primarily by locational
criteria and the commercial policies contained in the Land Use
Element. These will insure commercial growth that is in line with
the desires, needs, and character of the residents of Waterloo.
OTHER SERVICES
Utilities and services in Waterloo currently are at a level
that is considered adequate for the existing population. However,
since the City can do little to program utility or service improve-
ments on its own initiative, a monitoring approach is the most
effective substitute. By way of community surveys the City body
can stay abreast of service needs and/or inadequacies. The Council
will serve as a liaison between utility/service agencies and the
residents of Waterloo by conducting surveys on a regUlar basis and
transmitting this information to the responsible party. Public
services should be particularly responsive to citizen or municipal
input. and private suppliers may find that the demand indicators from
a community survey warrant action on their parts.
I~ Conduct an annual utility and service oommunity survey to
addrBss the follo~ing services: Natural Gas. EZeotriaity,
Telephone, Road Maintenance, Health Service, Library,
Drainage, Polio~ Protection, Fire Proteotion and Schools.
WATERLOO PLANNING AREA
Visual, environmental and social impacts
outside the City can sometimes be significant.
of the Waterloo Planning Area will provide the
land use decision making outside its corporate
Policy:
from land use changes
Formal recognition
City with a voice in
limits.
By formal agreement, Bstablish the WaterZoo PZanning Area
as the boundary within whioh Linn County wiZl seek written
comment from the City of WaterZoo regarding all land U8Q
deoisions; (variances, oonditional uses, zone ohanges, sub-
diVisions, and oomprehensive plan amendments) .
• ')t.
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IHPL9IENTATION, A.'·1ENm1ENT. A:-.lD UPDATE
IMPLH1ENTATION
Implementation of the Waterloo Plan will occur within two
different frameworks: 1) Development activity that falls under
the guidelines of the zoning ordinance, the subdivision ordinance.
I
or the develo~ment policies within the plan, and 2) Other activity
that may require City initiative to accomplish, such as regular
surveys or research concerning a water system.
The zoning and subdivision ordinances for Waterloo are based.
to a large degree l on the goals and policies within the Plan. Goals
and policies l in turn, are based on citizen input. Council objectives,
and the Statewide Planning Goals. The ordinances are intended to
address the concerns of all of these interests.
AMENDHENT AND UPDATE
Amendments to the Waterloo Comprehensive Plan (Hap and Policies)
can be proposed at any time necessary. subject to at least one public
hearing being held by the Waterloo Ci ty Council. ~lap amendments mus t
abide by all applicable policies and locational criteria requirements,
unless policy changes are also proposed. Proposed policy changes
should not have the affect of subverting other elements of the plan.
In approving or denying a proposed Plan Amendment. the City Council
shall make specific findings as to the reasons for their actions.
Amendments may be initiated by the City Council. by any individual I
firm or agency.
The follo,~ing policy for city initiated action is further adopted:
The Wate't"too Corrrpr8h6nBiv6 P'Lan. shall be formally reviewed and revised
if necessary 011 no more than a two yecrr cycle. Situations that preai-
pitate an immediate review include grant application for water $ervice~
establishment of an urban growth bo~, or a substantial change in
housing or eoonomio oonditions.
~~.,
WATERLOO ZONTNG OrWPJANCE
An ordinance regulating the use a7id development of land within the
City ..<>! I~aterloo, establishing zones for that purpose and repealing
aIr other ordinances in conflict \\'ith this ordinance.
,
ARTICLE I - INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS
Section 1.010. Title. This ordinance shall be kn0wn as the City of
Waterloo Zoning Ordinance of 1979.
Section 1.020. Purpose. The several purpose3 of this ordinance are:
1) To carry out and implement the goals and policies of the
Waterloo Comprehensive Plan;
lJ To preserve, maintain and ~nhance the chalactt( of th~ City;
3) To prevent unsafe concentrations of dwellings;
4) To insure the orderly and efficient development of lands gnd
uses within the City, and;
5) In general to promote and protect the public health, safety
and welfare.
Section 1.030. Definitions. As used in this ordinance, the following
words and phrases shall mean:
1) Access. The right to CTOSS between public and private pro-
perty al10\\ing pedestrians and vehicles to enter and leave
property.
2) Accessory usc of accessory structure. A use or structure
incidental anu 5ubor<.lin;,ltc to the main use of the property
and locateu on the same lot ;.IS the main usc.
3) Alter. Any change. addition. or modificati0n in construction
or occupancy of a building or structure. (
5) City. The incorporated City of Waterloo. Oregon. •
4) Building. A structure. but not a mobile home. built for
the support. shelter or enclosure of persons, animals or
personal or real property of any kind.
'.
6) Pwelling, single family. A detached building containing one
dwelling unit and designed for occupancy by one family only.
7) Dwelling. two family (duplex). A detached building containing
two dwelling units and designed for occupancy by two families.
8) Dwelling Unit. One or more rooms in a building that are
designed for occupancy by one family and that have not more
than one cooking facility.
9) Grade. ground level. The average elevation of the finished
g~ound elevation at the centers of all ~xteri0r w~ll~ of a
building.
10) Height of building. The vertical distance from the grade to
the highest point of an exterior wall on a flat roofed
dwelling, or to the center height "between the highest and
lowest points of a pitch or hip roof.
11) Home Occupation. A lawful activity commonly carried on
within a dwelling by memebers of the family occupying the
dwelling" with no more than one employee being engaged, pro-
vided that:
a} The residential character of the building is main~ained;
b) The activity does not cause or create loud or continuous
noises infringing on the right of neighboring residents
to enjoy the peaceful occupancy of their homes;
c) The activity does not require care for, breeding, or
housing of anim~ls; and
2
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d) The activity does not require storage of large unsightly
items.
12) Lot. A parcel aT tract of lond.
13) Lot area. The total horizontnl area within the lot lines
of a lot, exclusive of streets and easements of access to
other property.
14) .Lot, corner. A lot abutting two or more intersecting streets.
15) Lot line. The property line bounding a lot.
16) Lot depth. The horizontal distance from the midpoint of
the front lot line to the midpoint of the rear lot line.
17) Lot line, front. The lot line separating the lot from the
street. In the case of a corner lot, the front lot line is
the shortest lot line along a street. In the case of a
through lot, each street has a front lot line.
18) Lot line, rear. The lot line which is opposite and most
distant from the front lot line.
19) Lot line, side. Any lot line not a rear or front lot line.
20) Lot h'idth. The average horizontal distance bet\','eer. the side
lot lines, ordinarily measured parallel to the front lot line.
21) ~Iobile Home. A vehicular or portable structure which is con-
structed for movement on the public highways; which is a mini-
mum of ten feet in width; which contains plumbing, heating or
electrical equipment that complies with the State standards
for such equipment; which is designed for ~se· as a residence
but which has not been demonstrated to conform to the re-
quirements of the building code faT other residences.
22) Mobile Home Park. A place \oJhcre t\oJO or more mobile homes are
10cat e <1 \oJ i t h inS 00 fee t 0 f 0 ncan0 theron 3. lot, t r act or
..
parcel of land under the same o\mership t the primary· purpose
of which is to rent space to nny person for a ch;'\rge or fce
3
.,
or to offer space free in connection with securing the trade
or patronage of such person.
23) Nonconforming structure or use. A lawful existing structure
or use at the time this ordinance or any amendment thereto
becomes effective, which does not conform to the requirements
of the zone in which it is located.
•
24) Owner. An owner of property or the authorized agent of an
owner.
25) Person. A natural person, firm; partnership, association,
social or fraternal organization, corporation-, trust, estate,
receiver, syndicate, branch of government, or any group of
combination acting as a unit.
26) Recreational vehicle. A vacation trailer or other vehicular
or portable unit which is either self-propelled or towed of
is carried by a motor vehicle; which is intended for human
OCCUP2~CY ~~~ is designed fo; vacation or recreation nllT-
poses but not residential use.
27) Recreational vehicle park. A lot which is operated on a
fee or other basis as a place for the parking of occupied
recreational vehicles.
28) Redivision. The further division of a lot for residential
purposes, allowable at such time as community water and/or
sewer are available. For single family dwellings the re-
division ~tandard is 10,000 square feet. For two family
dwellings, the redivision standard is 15)000 square feet.
29) Sign. An identification, description, illustration or
device affixed to a building, structure, or land which
directs attention to a product, place, activity, person,
institution or business.
30) Street. A public right of way for vehicular and pedestrian
traffic.
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31) Structure. Something constructed or built, or a piece of
work artificially built up or composed of parts joined to-
gether in a definite manner.
32) Use. The purpose for which land or a structure is designed,
arranged or intended, or for which it is occupied or main-
tained.
33) Yard. An open space on a lot which is unobstructed from the
ground upward, barring vegetation, except as otherwise pro-
vided in this ordinance.
34) Yard, front. A yard between side lot lines and measured
horizontally at right angles to the front Io! line from the
front lot line to the nearest point of the main building.
35) Yard, rear. A yard between side lot lines and measured
horizontally at right angles to the rear lot line from the
reaT lot line to the nearest point of the main building.
36) Yard, side. A yard between the front and rear yard measured
horizontally at right angles from the side lot line from the
side lot line to the nearest point of the main building.
Section 1.040. Compliance lI'ith ordinance. Land may be used Jnd a
structure or p~rt of a structure may be constructed, altered, occupied
or used only as this ordinance permits.
ARTICLE II - BASIC PROVISIONS
Section 2.010. Classification of zones. For the purposes of this
ordinance the following zones are hereby established:
..
Zone
Residential
Commercial
Commercial Overlay
5
Abbreviated Designation
R
C
C-O
Section 2.020. Zoning Map. An official map signed by the mayor and
recorder of the City and showing the location of zones shall be kept
on file at the City Hall and is h~reby adopted by reference. Any
zoning map amendments passed and adopted in accordance with Section
VIr shall be reflected on the zoning map and signed with the effective
date by the mayor and reccrder of the City.
Section 2.030.
boundaries are
right of ways;
Zone Boundaries. Unless otherwise specified zone
subdivision lines; lot lines; center lines of street
or such lines extended.
ARTICLE III - USE ZONES
Section 3.010. Uses permitted outright in an R zone. In an R zone
the following uses and their accessory uses are permitted outright:
1) Single family dwelling
2) Two family dwelling
3) Mobile Home
4) Temporary 30 day recreation vehicle, exempt from lot area,
width and lot depth standards
5) Park or recreation facility, exempt from lot area, lot
width, and lot depth standards
Section 3.020. Conditional uses permitted in an R zone. In an R
zone the following uses and their accessory uses are permitted con-
ditionally, as specified in Article VI;
1) Church
2) Community building, such as Library, Fire Station, School, etc.
3) Rest home, day care nursery,· convalescent home, or medical
.. and dental clinics
~
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4) Home Occupation
5) Utility structure
Section 3.030. Dimensional and lot area standards in an R zone. In
an R 20ne the following dimensional standards shall apply:
1) The lot area shall have a minimum of 20,000 square feet for
single family dwellings; 30,000 for two family dwellings.
2) The lot depth shall be a minimum of 200 feet.
3) The lot width shall be a minimum of 7S feet.
4) The front yard shall have a minimum depth of 20 feet.
5) Each side yard shall have a minimum depth of 10 feet, except
that on a corner lot the side yard on the street side" shall
have a minimum of 20 feet.
6) T~e r~ar yar~ shall have a minimum depth determined by the
Council at the time of building permit r~view. Such setback
shall allow for redivision of the lot for higher density at
a future date, while maintaining established front and side
yard setba~ks; but shall not be less than 15 feet.
7) No b~ilding shall exceed 25 feet in height, nOT block more
than 30% of sun received by existing dwellings.
Section 3.110. ~ses permitted outright in a C zone. In a C zone the
following uses and their accessory uses are permitted outright:
1) Single family dwelling
2) Home occupation
Section 3.120. Conditionnl uses permitted in a C zone. In a C fane
the following uses ~nd tlleir accessory uses are permitted conditionall)
~as specified in Article VI:
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1) Antique shops or second hand stores
2) General stores
3) Restaurants or cafes
(
4) Hobby shops including woodworking. ornamental iron. ceramics,
leatherworking, and shops of similar scale and use.
5) Signs
Section 3.130. Dimensional and lot area standards in a C zone. In a
C zone the dimensional standards and lot area standards of the R zone
shall apply to a lot or structure used as a dwelling and/or home
occupation. Where any other uses are authorized, the use and structure
are exempted from dimensional and lot area standards.
Section 3.140. Lot coverage. In a C zone, buildings shall not
occupy more than 80~ of the lot area.
Section 3.210. Uses per~itted outright in a C-O zone. As- an overlay
over the R zone all outright uses within the R zone are authorized in
the C-O zone.
Section 3.220. Conditional uses permitted in the (-0 zone. In a
c-o zone the following uses and their accessory uses are permitted
conditionally. as specified in Article VI:
1) Antique shops or second hand stores
2) Restaurants or cafes
3) Vehicle service stations
4) Hobby shops including wood\~orking. ornamental iron. ceramics,
leatherworking. and shops of similar scale and use
5) Signs
/
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Section 3.230. Dimensional and lot area standards in a C-O zone.
In a C-O zone the dimensional and lot area standards of the R zone
shall apply to a lot or structure used as a dwelling and/or home
occupation. Where any other uses are authorized, the use and
structure are exempted from dimensional and lot area standards.
Section 3.240. Lot Coverage. In a c-o zone~ buildings shall not
occupy more than 80\ of the lot area.
ARTICLE IV - SUPPLEMENTARY PROVISIONS
Section 4.010. Maintenance" of minimum ordinance requirements. No
lot area, yard or other open space existing on or after the effective
date of this ordinance shall be reduced below the minimum required
for it by this ordinance, and no lot area, yard or other open"space
which is required by this ordinance for one use shall be used as
the required lot area, yard or other open space for another use.
Section 4.020. Access. Every lot shall abut.a public right of way
for at least 2S feet.
Section 4.030. Acc~ssory uses. An accessory use shall comply with
the standards for a principal use, except as this ordinance specifi-
cally allows t~ the contrary.
Section 4.040. Fences. A fence or hedge I'li thin a front yard or
side yard abutting a street shall not exceed an elevation of 3 feet
from the finished grade of the street centerline.
Section 4.050. Special Conditions for mobile homes. The following
standards shall apply to the location of mobile homes in the City:
1) The mobile horne shall be a minimum of 10 feet wide.
2) The mobile home shall be equipped with continuous skirting
~ unless placed on a standard continuous concrete foundation.
in plL1ce within 30 days of occupation.
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Wells and septic tank loca-
shall, as much as practicable,
devel~p~e~t of adjacen: ~ct~.
3) The mobile home"shall be occupied by the owner or contrac~
buyer of the mobile home for a period not less than six
months from issuance of location permits.
4) (Reserved for landscaping standards)
S) The mobile home must comply with all state laws pertaining
to the construction, operation and placement of mobile homes.
Section ~.060. Ratio of dwellings to lots. The following standards
shall apply with regard to the ratio of single family and two family
dwellings per lot:
1) Single Family dwellings - 1 per lot
2) Two family dwellings - I per lot
Section 4.070. Sanitation standards.
tions shall meet DEQ regulations and
be lo~ate~ ~n ?S ~ot to p~ec!ude the
Section 4.080. Signs. Signs shall not be moving or intermittent
flashing, shall not shine or create glare in adjacent dwellings,
shall not exceed an area of 15 square feet on each side, and shall
provide a clear space not less than 8 feet from the grade to the
bottom of the sign.
ARTICLE V - EXCEPTIONS AND VARIANCES
Section 5.010. Nonconforming Uses.
1) A nonconforming use OT structure may be continued but may
not be altered, extended OT enlarged over 20%.
2) If a nonconforming use is discontinued for a period of
one year, further use of the property shall conform to
this ordinance.
3) If a nonconforming usc is replaced by another usc, the
10
new use shall conform to this ordinance.
4) A nonconforming structure which conforms with respect to
use may be altered, extended or enlarged if such construc-
tion does not cause the structure to further deviate from
the standards of this ordinance.
5) If a structure containing a nonconforming use is destroyed
by any cause to an extent exceeding 80\ of it's valuation
as indicated by ~he records of the County Assessor, a
future use of the site shall conform to this ordinance.
Section 5.020. General Exceptions to lot size requirements. If a
property ownership, consisting of the entire contiguous land holdings
held in a single ownership at the tine of passage of this ordinance,
has an area or dimension which does not meet the minimum lot size
requirements of the zone in which the property is located, the
holdings may be occupied by a use permitted in the zone subject to
!he other T"et:1'I~ rement~ of thf;! (.vne.
Section 5.030. General exceptions to yaTd requirements. The following
exceptions to yard requirements are authorized for a lot in any zone:
1) If there a~e buildings on both abutting lots which are within
100 f.eet of the intervening lot, and the developed lots have
front yards of less than the required depth for the zone,
the depth of the front yard of the inteTvening lot need not
oxceed th~ average depth of the front yard of the abutting lots.
2) If there is a building on one abutting lot which is within
100 feet of the lot, and the developed lot has a front yard
of less than the required depth for the zone, the front yard
of the lot need not exceed a depth halfway between the depth
of the front yard of the abutting developed lot and the re-
quired front yaTd depth.
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Section 5.040. General exceptions to building height limitations.
Vertical projections such as chimneys, spires, domes, towers, aerials,
flagpoles and similar objects not used for human occupancy are not
subject to the building height limitations of this ordinance.
Section 5.050. Projections from buildings. Architectural features
such as .comices, eaves, canopies, sunshades, gutters and chimneys
shall not project more than 36" into a required yard.
Section 5.500. Authorization to grant or deny variances. The City
Council may authorize a variance from the requirements of this or-
dinance where it can be shown that owing to special and unusual cir-
cumstances related to a specific lot, strict application of the or-
dinance would cause an undue or unnecessary hardship. No variance
shall be granted only in the event that all of the following cir-
cumstances exist:
1) Exceptional or extraordinary circumstances apply to the
properly whicll QV Hot ger<E:lally apply to OthE;T pr0pc.;::ics
in the same vicinity, and result from lot size or shape,
topography or other circumstances over which the owners of
the property have had no control.
2) The variance is necessary for the preservation of a property
right of the applicant substantially the same as owners of
other property in the same vici.nity.
3) The variance would not be materially detrimental to the pur-
poses of this ordinance, or to property in the same vicinity
in which the property is located. or otherwise conflict with
the objectives or policies of the Waterloo Comprehensive Plan.
4} The variance requested is the minimum variance which would
alleviate the hardship.
Section 5.520. Procedure for taking action on a variance application.
The procedure for taking action on application for a variance shall
..
be' a s f 0110\-1 S :
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1) A property owner may ini~iate a request for a
filing an application with the City Recorder.
of $50.00 shall accompany the application.
variance by
A filing fee
2) Before the Council may act on a variance application it
shall hold a public hearing thereon, following the pro-
cedure established in Section 7.030.
3) The City Recorder shall notify the applicant for a variance
of the ac~ion of the Council within S days after a decision
has been made.
ARTICLE VI - CONDITIONAL USES
Section 6.010. Authorization to grant conditional uses. A condi-
tional use listed in this ordinance shall be permitted, enlarged
or altered upon authorization of the Council in accordance with the
pl'OCeUIJres o[ tili~ .C1rth:le ')r any Ui.ilt;l~ rtfel'~nced i..n thi~ article.
A conditional use may be a use entirely appropriate within a particu-
lar zone, but due to the nature of the use--creation of traffic
hazards, objectionable stprage of large unsightly items or similar
adverse impacts--it is necessary to impose conditions to pTotect
the public health, safety or welfare. In permitting a conditional
use, the Council may impose the follolving types of conditions which
the Council considers necessary to protect the best interest of the
surr.ounding propeTty. or the Ci ty as a h'hole:
1) Increasing the required lot size in accordance with septic
tank requirements
2) Limiting the height, size or location of structures
3) Controlling the location and number of vehicle access points
and parking spac~s
.. 4) Increasing the street width
5) Limiting the number. size and loc~tion of signs
.'
:.3
6) Limiting the hours of operation of a use causing loud J
irritating and sustained noise
7) Requiring screening or landscaping to protect adjacent
properties
8) Any other conditions necessary to accomplish the intent
and purpose of the Comprehensive Plan, zoning or sub-
division ordinances, and any other such implementing
ordinances.
In the ·case of a use existing prior to the effective date of this
ordinance and classified as a conditional use in this ordinance.
any change in the use or in lot area .or any alteration of the
structure shall conform with the T~quirements for conditional
use and be subject to the conditional use process. In no in-
stance shall the Conditional Us~ Permit process be used to dis~
courage any uses permitted under the provisions of this ordinance.
Section 6.020. Procedure fer taking ~ction on a Con~itional Use
~pplication. The procedure for taking action on a conditional use
application shall conform to the procedure for taking action on a
variance application as specified in Section 5.520.
ARTI eLE VI I - ANEND~IENTS
Section 7.010. Authorization to initiate amendments. An amendment
to this ordinance in the text or map may be initiated by the City
Councilor by application of a property owner or his authorized
agent.
Section 7.020. Application for a zone change. An applicati~n for
~n amendment by a property owner or his authorized agent shall be
filed with the City Recorder. A filing fee of $50.00 shall accom-
pany the application •
..
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Section 7.030. Public lIearing. A public h~aring shall be held by
the Cuuncil on any amendmenLs to the zcniny ordinance.
1) Notice of hearing. ~oticc of time and place of the public
hearing before the Council and of the purpose of the appli-
cation shall be given by the recorder in the following
manner:
a) If an amendment to the text of this ordinance or a
significant change in the zoning map is proposed~
the notice shall be by three publications in a news-
paper of general circulation in the City once each
week for thr~e consecutive weeks prior to the date
of the hearing.
b) All other applications shall have public notice by one
publication in a newspaper of general circulation'in
the City. In addition) the City recorder shall send
notice of the hearing by mail to property owners within
iGO feet of the exteriur boundaries of the property
where the application has been filed.
c) Failure of a person to receive the notice shall not
invali~ate any proceedings in connection ~ith the
applic3tion.
2) Recess of Hearing. The Council may recess a hearing in
order to obtain additional information or to serve further
~otice u~on other persons it decides are affected by the
application. The Council shall announce the time and date
the hearing is to be resumcc.
..
3) The Council shall approve or reject the application.
the case of a zoning amendment) an approved amendment
be adopted by ordinance .
IS
In
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ARTICLE VIII - ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
Sectton 8.010. Enforcemen t. The Ci ty :~ecorder shall have the power
and duty to enforce the p~·ovisiollS of this ordinance. An appeal from
a "rul inc of the City Recorder shall be Jllade to the Council.
Section 8.020. Interpretation. Where conditions imposed by a
_provision of this ordinance are less restrictive than conditions
imposed by any other provisions of this ordinance or of any other
ordinance, resolution or regulation, the provisions which are more
restrictive shall govern.
Section 8.030. Severability. The provisions of this ordinance
are hereby declared ~o be severable. If any section, sentence,
clause or phrase of this ordinance is declared by a court of ~Qm-_
petent jurisdiction to be invalid, such decisions shall not affect
the validity of the remaining portions of this ordinance.
Section 8.040. Permits.
1) No building or structure subject to any of the provisions
of this ordinance shall be erected, moved, reconstructed,
extended, enlarged or altered except upon first obtaining
from the Linn County Planning and Building Department a
permit to do so. Such permit shall be reviewed by the
Council at its regular meeting for compliance with the
.provisions of this ordinance, and if found to be in com-
pliance shall be signed off by the mayor with initials
from 2 councilmembers. If the proposed building does not
comply, the Council shall specify those items that are
not compliant. Upon satisfactory redressing of those
items, the permit shall be signed off by the mayor.
2) Applications for building permits shall be accompanied by
a plot plan sho\~ing existing Jnd proposed structures, wells
~ and septic tank and drainfield locations.
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Section 8.050. Time limit on a building permit for a conditional
use or variance. A conditional use permit or variance shall be de-
clared void after one year after the date of approval by the Council
unless substantial construction on the structure for which the permit
~as authorized has taken place. The Council may, at it's discretion,
extend the time period) not to exceed an additional year.
Section 8.060. Penalty. An: person who violates or refuses to comply
with any pTovisiollS 'of this ordinance shall be deem~d guilty of a
misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine of not more than $100.00
for each provision violated. Each day th~t a violation is permitted
to exist shall constitute a separate offense.
Section 8.070. Emergency. It is hereby declared that conditions
in the City of Waterloo are such that this ordinance is necess~ry
for the immediate preservation of the peace, he~lth, safety and
general welfare of the City and the residents thereof; and an
be in full force and effect from after it's passage by the Council
and signing by the mayor.
Mayor
Date \l-=Z-79
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